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In Albumen, In Cardboard, In Eyes, In Pixels, In Bricks     
 
 i 
In pregnancy, a woman carries  
a baby girl’s ovaries like little inner fists  
 
on fallopian wrists; within each handful,  
a million oocyte cells, microscopic pips  
 
to seed a future generation. In this, a mother is  
the eggshell that carries her descendants.  
 
 
 ii.  
 

Two weeks before Christmas, I am holding  
a string of silver tinsel when the phone rings. 
The landlord wants our home for his son. 
I drop the tinsel. He gives us a month. 
 

In the supermarket, my children begin to sing 
of eggs. I blush and hush them. So many  
cartons sit on the shelf, the eggs within patient,  
freckled, nestled in harmless cardboard.  
 
I let my hand hover over them. Under each shell,  
I sense the chalazae threads, pair of lustrous filaments  
that clasp the thin inner membrane to yellow  
tremble-yolk, the threads that lift each orb up,  
 
and hold it suspended in its liquid glut.  
The eggshells house all the yolks  
that grew in albumen; they shelter them 
like bright, numberless clocks, like small suns.  
 

 
 iii 
 
I search websites for houses to rent, my nails  
split to the quick, but everything is too expensive 
 
and the touchscreen grows dirty, fingertip-smudged. 
I distract myself with old photos instead, dawdling over  
 
faces from centuries ago, albumen-silver prints developed  
by sunlight from glass negatives. I don’t know  
 
what I’m looking for. I click 
            ‘Evicted family at Glenbeigh, Ireland, 1888’,  
 



and amplify the eyes of the strangers who stand 
by the rubble of a shattered cabin: 
 
a man, a woman, four barefoot children 
in a photo that is tagged alphabetically: 
 
  <absentee landlords> <barefoot> <daughters> <dejected> <evicted> <family>  
  <hardship> <Ireland> <mother> <poverty> <rural> <starvation> <tenants> 
 
I peer at the hands of a girl, but cannot quite discern 
what she holds, though she does seem to grip something 
 
there, in the gaps between fingertips —a handful  
of her pale apron, maybe, or a ball, a skein of sheep’s wool,  
 
or nothing at all. Her hand and whatever she held then 
exist now only in pixels, lifted through air, through wire,  
  
through electricity, to this screen. That morning,  
a photographer found the fallen thatch, the knoll  
 
of rubble, the gaping wall, and with a fingertip lift  
of cloth, he covered his head, and brought the day  
 
under dark. For a split second, each figure stilled,   
as the shutter blinked and brought faces to glass, so that they  
 
might rise again in print, lifted to light, in silver and albumen.           
Oh child, how unlikely that your face could make its way  
 
over such distance, to this iris of mine. Like light through a lens,  
you are lifted by retina and optic nerve to live a while  
 
in my mind, your face preserved so well in albumen,  
and I know now, girl, I can guess what is held in your hand, 
 
 (how often, we find what will lift us in what we already hold)  
 
I recognise its pale, freckled skin. I know its cargo of liquid,  
its chalazae grip, I know the gold that floats within. 
 


